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Introduction 

In the latter half of 13th century, the Mongol Empire split into some 
historical worlds, such as China, Iran, Central Asia, Qipchaq Steppes, as times 
went by. The process of this split was that of power struggles among the 
Mongolian rulers which were known as "Rebellion of Ariq Boke" and "Rebellion 
of Qaidu" and they involved the whole of the Empire. 

The Chaghatai Ulus (ulils = tribe, nation) which had their headquarter in the 
Ili Valley established their power in Mawara' al-Nahr and Semirechye seizing the 
moment of these internal troubles, and about 1306 under Du'a Khan succeeded in 
getting the sovereignty there by themselves. This was a birth of a Mongol state in 
Central Asia, what is called 'the Chaghatai-Khanate' which equaled to the Yuan 
Dynasty (5f;!jiJD in China, the Il-Khanate in Iran and the Qipchaq-Khanate in 
South Russia. 1> 

This newborn state had to hurry up to strengthen Khan's power and arrange 
the ruling system, in order that it might rule princes of the Chaghatai Ulus and 
the 6gedei Ulus who would behave only for their own interests, and might 
rebuild the sedentary society of Central Asia which had been confused by the long 
power struggles among Mongol leaders. 

But no sooner had Du'a himself had felt happy at the result of unification 
than he died of a disease in 1307, and so the works were thereafter handed to his 
sons. Barthold says that under the reign of Kebek Khan (1318-26) the 
Chaghatai-Khanate succeeded in centralizing and got its firm foundation for the 
first time.2> 

In this writing, I'll try to trace concretely the way how the Du'a family 
strengthened Khan's power and established its reign system during the first 
quarter of 14th century, dealing with the struggles between Kebek and Yasawr 
both of whom were princes of the Chaghatais. 

, On this story of the struggles between Kebek and Yasawr, D'Ohsson already 
wrote in detail in the chapters of the Il-Khanate history, but ignored throughly 
the meaning of them which would have worked in the history of the 
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Chaghatai-Khanate.3
) And Vambery and Oliver, who made a special study of the 

history of the Chaghatai- Khanate, spared only several lines for them between 

Kebek's big brother Esen-Buqa Khan (1310-1318) and Yasawr. Besides they had 

mistaken Kebek for Esen-Buqa, when they described about them.4
) Grousset also 

simply wrote about them.5
) Barthold and the rest historians of the Soviet Union 

took a slight interest in the theme. And Stroeva was the first historian who was 

bent to study it. 5) Stroeva stood on a working hypotheses which was originated by 

Barthold7) and consolidated by Yakubovskii8
) and Petrushevskii.9

) 

The hypothesis is as the following: 

After the building of the Mongol Empire, among the Mongol leaders m 

Central Asia, there appeared two political tendencies in contradiction. The one 

aimed at the establishment of a centralized state by strong Khan's power and tried 

to control the military-nomadic aristocracy who intended to be centrifugal. It was 

characterized by an approach to the native sedentary society and by a protect of 

Islam and the culture of sedentary people. In it were included Khans and the 

leaders of sedentary people who joined hands with them. And the other only 

regarded the sedentary people as objects of their pillage and uncontrolled 

exploitation following Mongolian customs and nomadic traditions. It aimed to 

root up the cities which would be the anti-Mongol headquarters and to change 

irrigated lands into the pasturelands. They fought against Islam and the 

sedentary culture by means of their "Yasa (customary law) of Chingiz-Khan and 

nomadic Uyghur culture". And it was supported by most of Turk-Mongolian 

nomadic aristocracy. 
According to Stroeva, the struggles between Kebek and Yasawr, which 

happened in the Chaghatai-Khanate during the first half of 14th century, were 

the most typical ones between these two directions: Kebek was devoted to 

strengthen Khan's power and control the nomadic aristocracy. At the same time, 

he moved his abode from the Ili Valley to the sedentary area of Mawara' al-Nahr 

and built his own palace there, and then he made a reform of money system and 

gave order to the sedentary society. Yasawr, on the other hand, who was in the 

struggle with Kebek, found his own way in plundering the sedentary people. He 

ignored the political boundary and Khan's policy of centralizing. He faithfully 

obeyed his own interests. As you have seen, Kebek was a person who strongly 

drove this direction and Yasawr was one who followed that direction. 

I think that Stroeva, though she tried to substantiate the above hypothesis, 

did it in order to make Yasawr to be a complete type of the second direction. And 

it is a question that she didn't touch at all that Yasawr was a muslim. Besides the 

hypothesis itself that Stroeva followed imputed both the aspiration for feudalism 

and protection of its nomadic tradition to the military-nomadic aristocracy. It 

seems to be too much simplified to draw a sharp line between normadism and 

sedentarism as if there was .no other direction but these two. 

I'll propel my own argument keeping these problems mentioned above in my 

mind. The historical materials and their abbreviations on which I stood were as 
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the followings. 

JT: Rashid al-Din Fac;ll-allah, Jami' al-Tawarzkh, ed. by B. Karimi, 2 vols., 
Tehran, 1959. 

TU: 'Abd-allah b. Muqammad al~Qashani, Tarzkh-i Uijaytil, ed. by M. 
HambH, Tehran, 1970. 

TW: 'Abd-allah b. Fac;ll-allah, Tarzkh-i Wa-?-?af, Tehran, 1959. 
TH: Sayf b. Muqammad b. Ya'qiib al-Harawi, Tarzkh-nama-yi Harat, ed. by 

M. Z. al-Siddiqi, Calcutta, 1944. 
?,N/S: Ni?am al-Din Shami, ?,afar-nama, ed. by F. Tauer, Praha, 1937. 
?,N/Y: Sharaf al-Din 'AH Yazdi, ?,afar-nama, 

ed. by A. Urnbayev, Tashkent, 1972. 
ed. by M. 'Abbasi, 2 vols., Tehran, 1957. 

MT: Mu'in al-Din Natanzi, Muntakhab al-Tawarzkh, ed. by J. Aubin, Tehran 
1957. 

DJT: l:fafi?-i Abrii, Dhayl-i Jami' al-Tawarzkh, ed. by K. Bayani, Tehran, 
1971. 

MS: 'Abd al-Razzaq Samarqandi, Matla'-i Sa'dayn wa Majma'-i BalJ,rayn, vol. 
1, ed. by A. Nava'!, Tehran, 1974. 

R~: Mirkhwand, Rawq,at al-$afa, vol. 5, Tehran, 1960. 
IjS: Khwandamir, lfabzb al-Siyar, ed. by J. Humfi, vol. 3, Tehran, 1954. 
IB: Voyages d'Ibn Batoutah, par C. Defremery et B. R. Sanguinetti, t. III, 

Paris, 1949. 

I. Prince Yasawr 

Yasawr belonged to a family of Buri who was the second son of Mo'etiiken, 
the second son of Chaghatai. 10

) (TW, 509; JT, 534-6) His great grandfather 
Qadaqchi Sechen was the third son of Buri and he took part in the expedition to 
the South Sung (1¥J*) which Mongke Qa'an made in 1255 as a commander of the right wing (JT, 536, 601) and his grandfather Toqa-Temur (Buqa-Temiir) held a 
post of Chaghatai-Khan (1272). 11

) (JT, 548) Though we have never informed of his father Oruq-Temur, there is no doubt that Yasawr came of the Chaghatai 
Family. He was born in about 688 A.H. (1289 A.D.), because Qashani writes that 
he was 28 years old in the year of 716 A.H. (1316/17). (TU, 220) 

The time we find the name of Y asawr in some historical materials for the first time was after the death (fall, 1301) of Qaidu Khan of the bgedeis, who had got the supremacy in Central Asia for some time and when the leadership struggle 
between Chaghatai-Khan Du'a and Chapar, a son of Qaidu was getting deeper. 

In 705 A.H. (1305/6) he and his maternal uncle Jinkshi made a fight against 
Shah-Ughiil, a son of Qaidu, and Baba-Ughul of the Jochi-Qasars between Samarqand and Khujand. According to Qashani, the conflict was caused by the speech and action of Kuresbe of the Ogedeis: He planned to plunder Samarqand 
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and Bukhara and cross over the Amu Darya, but he was arrested by Baba who 

tried to check his plan because he declared that he did not need to obey the 

Chapar group as he belonged to the Du'a's. When Yasawr made a protest with 

Baba against this affair, Baba sent Kiiresbe to Chapar. So Yasawr in great anger 

began to attack him. Though the Du'a group and the Chapar group were going to 

have a meeting together in Shash in order to settle the conflict by arbitration, 

Yasawr, Jinkshi and others, with a large force, attacked Baba and Shah who had 

been waiting disarmed for them. Then they drove away Baba to Khwarazm and 

plundered the Ordo (Urdu= nomadic encampment) of Shah in Talas (Taraz) (TU, 

35-7; TW, 515-17) 

After that, when Dhu'l-Qarnayn, a prince of the Chaghatais, was appointed 

to rule over the upper valleys of the Amu Darya, Kiiresbe refused the army 

assignment which he had b~en told to offer. And s-o Yasawr attacked and caught 

him with the aid of Dhu'l-Qarnayn and Jinkshi. (TW, 513) 

These two wins mentioned above formed a part of Du'a's works of unification 

in the way that the Chaghatais got an advantage over Mawara' al-Nahr. 12
) By this 

time, Yasawr, at the young age of 17, had already shown his military ability and 

had been an active leader of the Du'a group. 

Meanwhile considering Yasawr had his resident place (maqam) in Samarqand 

(TW, 519) and he is said to have started from Samarqand later when seeking 

refuge in Khurasan, there is no doubt his Ordo and Yurt (Yurt = namadic land) 

were near Samarqand. And according to Qashani, Yasawr became a muslim 

guided by Badrmandani of Bukhara. (TU, 213) I guess Badrmandani: was the 

same person with Badr al-Din al-Maydani whom· Ibn Battuta described. (IB, 556) 

Though the time he became a muslim was unknown, I presume that he had 

contact with Islam from a pretty early stage, judging that he sought refuge in 

Khurasan accompanied with lots of Imams who had been in Samarqand and 

Bukhara. (TU, 219) It might be said that Yasawr settled himself in the center of 

Mawara' al-Nahr which, in Central Asia, was playing a great part in both 

economical and cultural sides, and he made a deeper relation with the sedentary 

society under the effect of Islam estalishirtg himself as a powerful leader of the 

Du'a group. 
Du'a, who expelled the Qaidus' princes and got the sovereignty in Central 

Asia in the hands of the Chaghatais, died of a disease in 706 A.H. (1306/7) 13
) and 

his son Konchek succeeded him. (TU, 53; TW, 518) It was this period that Yasawr, 

at last, overthrew Kuresbe who ha.cl kept turbulent and made the sovereignty of 

the Du'a Family stable. 

But when Konchek died in the end of 707 A.H. (May or June, 1308), Taliqu 

(Naliqu), Yasawr's granduncle, seized the power in place of the Du'a Family. By 

this time, Qutluq Khwaja, the eldest son of Du'a, had been dispatched to 

Afghanistan by Qaidu and already died about 698 A.H. (1298/9) from the injury 

on his way from India (TU, 192-3) and Esen-Buqa (isan-buqa) had been 

appointed to the successor of Qutluq Khwaja by Du'a and then he was far in 
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Afghanistan. (TW, 509-10) I think these were why Taliqu who was one of the 
elders in the Chaghatai Ulus succeeded the post of Khan of the Du'a Family, which 
had not found a qualified person within its relations. 

Taliqu was a muslim whose mother was Turkan, a daughter of Sultan Rukn 
al-Din of the Qara-Khitais in Kirman, and he began to apply pressure to the Du'as' 
princes and amfrs. Against this condition, Oriig (Uriik), Taliqu's cousin, first rose, 
saying like this: 

"A person but sons of Du'a cannot be a king of the ulus(padshiih-i ulus) in stead 
of them ignoring their dignity." (TU, 147) 

According to Wa~~af, Oriig began to resist him with Shah, saying as the 
following: 

"We had long regarded Du'a as our elder (aqii). Now that Du'a died, his sons 
have a priority (rutbat-i ruj~an) of it now." (TW, 518-9) 

Next Yasawr rose against Taliqu with Jinkshi.(TU, 147; TW, 518-9) 
These stories mentioned above show that Taliqu was not always installed by 

the consensus of the Chaghatais. At the same time, we can also know that the 
Du'as' authority over the throne of Chaghatai Khan had been widely received 
taking into consideration that Oriig and Yasawr both of whom were closely 
related to Taliqu made a resistence to him._ But the result was that Oriig was killed 
in battle with Taliqu and other princes against him were also beaten. As for 
Yasawr, though he was once pitted in Farghana against the 'Ali Malik's force 
which Taliqu had sent, being outnumbered, he had to retreat in order to recover 
his own army. (TW, 518-9) Thus the princes of the Du'a group as well as Yasawr 
were driven into a corner and Taliqu got more and more power. But the tide 
turned quickly when Kebek appeared. 

2. Prince Kebek 

Kebek belonged to a family line of Yesiin-To'a, who was the third son of 
Mo'etiiken and Biiri's younger brother. His grandfather was Chaghtai-Khan 
Baraq (1266-71) and his father was Du'a. GT, 536-9, 546-8; TU, 147; TW, 519) 
Though the year of his birth has not been ascertained, I guess he did not come of 
age yet at the time of Konchek's death and may have been 5 or 6 years younger 
than Yasawr, judging from the matters that he was written in the description of 
about 708 A.H. (1308/9) as "Du'a's younger son (pisar-i kihzn-i Duwii)" or "Du'a's 
smaller son (pisar-i kuchaktar-i Tuwii)" (TU, 147; TW, 519), and when his big 
brother Konchek died, he was not recognized as the most pertinent successor 
though he was possibly near the Ordas in Almaliq where his father and big brother 
stayed. 14

> Considering that Kebek was so yong, it seems to be natural that 
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he was "so . astonished and frightened that he ran into the tent of 

Ozan-bahadur crying, explained Taliqu's intention and plans to him clinging 

to his skirt and made requests for his help and protection from an injury 

done at the bottom of his misfortune," when some amfr informed him the 

Taliqu Group's resolution that "the best policy for both our kingdom and ulus 

is to root Du'a's descendants up." (TU, 147) 

This is how Ozan-bahadur swore to help him and planed to attack Taliqu in 

the midst of a banquet. And as soon as Ozan left the banquet at the right moment, 

200 mounted warriors led by Kebek and his brother Ebugen (Abukan) and 100 

mounted warriors by Ozan who had been standing ready fired Taliqu's Ordo and 

killed himself and all his subordinates. (TU, 14 7-8; TW, 519) Wa~~af says that this 

coup d'etat happened in 708 A.H. (1308/9). 
But just after Kebek regained the sovereignty in the hands of the Du'a 

Family, he came acorss a crisis. Qaidu's son Chapar who had been impelled to 

obey Du'a launched the force of the Ogedeis with Yangichar, Tugme (Tukma), 

Urla, Oros (Urus) and other princes against Kebek. Though he left the Qunas 

Plain in Almaliq and met the Chapar's force, he was defeated and all his force 

were put to rout. But as 'Ali-Ughul, Taliqu's nephew in Ozkand, Shaykh Timur, a 

son of Chaghatai Khan Mubarak-Shah (1266), Shah-Ughul of the Qaidus and 

others offered to help him, he began to battle against the Chapar's force again at 

the Qunas Plain and got a victory with difficulty. On the other hand, Chapar and 

others took refuge in the Yuan Dynasty across the Ili River and Tugme was killed 

being chased by Kebek's force. (TU, 148-9; TW, 519) 

As mentioned above Kebek succeeded in seizing the sovereignty of the 

Chaghatai-Khanate in his hands, surmounting the crisis that the rule of the Du'a 

Family might be collapsed. This also meant that most of the elements of the 

Ogedeis, which had long been the greatest ones to give the Chaghatai-Khanate 

instai?ility, were expelled and removed. But we are impressed that this success 

rather depended on the abilities of the princes or amfrs such as Orug and Yasawr 

who resisted against Taliqu, Ozan-bahadur who planed the coup d'etat and 'Ali 

who helped Kebek defeat Chapar than Kebek's himself. This proves that the 

supporters of the Du'a Family's sovereignty were covering a wide range, but it also 

shows that the sovereignty was still effeminative then. Circumstanced as it was, 

there was no wonder if anyone like Taliqu had requested the post of Khan. In this 

sense the policies Kebek made afterwards were worthy of note. 

At first Kebek sent Pulad Gurkan as his envoy to Wu-tsung (it*) Qaishan, 

Qa'an of the Yuan Dynasty, and told him as the following: 

"Taliqu had usurped the post of our father. And I recaptured it from him by 

the power both of our great god and of Qa'an's government. As Tugme 

turned against us, I removed him. I would like to serve you Qa'an from now." 
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Qa'an was pleased with this offer and gave him gifts. 15
) (TU, 149) It can be 

said that Kebek did it in order to call Taliqu "an usurper" and to justify the 
sovereignty of the Du'a Family by Qa'an's authority. 

Next, in reward for a distinguished service of 'Ali-Ughul, Kebek gave him 
'the governorship and commandership of Khutan area (iyalat wa imiirat-i diyiir-i 
Khutan)' and put 'the whole of Turkistan area (tamiimat-i fJudud-i Turkistiin)' into his 
hands. But as soon as 'Ali left for there, Kebek sent a unit of his army and killed 
him. According to Qashani, Kebek did it for that he was "afraid of 'Ali's rebellion 
because he was a brave warrior." (TU, 149) The aim of his resolute decision was 
made to remove a being which was great enough to endanger the Du'a Family's 
sovereignty. 

And in the beginning of 709 A.H. (about June, 1309) Kebek summoned 
Quriltai (royal congress) and had the enthronement of his elder brother 
Esen-Buqa determine there. According to Qashani, he told Esen-Buqa who was in 
Afghanistan like this: 

"I cleansed the throne and crown defiled by the rebellious elements, defeated 
all the enemies, snatched the throne and released it for you. You must start 
for the capital of the kingdom at once day_ or night and rule your army and 
people. How long the throne and crown had been remained without its own 
subordinates and master." (TU, 149) 

Thus Esen-Buqa who hadjust come back from Afghanistan installed himself 
m the post of Chaghatai-Khan. (TU, 149-50; TW, 519-20) 

By the way, D'Ohsson and others 16
) say that when the coup d'etat succeeded, 

Kebek enthroned himself once, and then abdicated the throne in favour of 
Esen-Buqa, but we can not find any clear descriptions about Kebek's enthrone
ment. I guess that Kebek did not dare to enthrone himself because of his youth 
and brought his elder brother who was better equipped with considerable 
experiences than himself. This fact shows that Kebek was so afraid of the 
weakness of the Du'a Family's sovereignty that he proceeded the matter of 
enthronement very carefully and coolly as well as when sending his envoy to Qa'an 
and killing 'Ali. This indicates unquestionably that Kebek was a very excellent 
ruler. 

After the enthronement of Esen-Buqa, Qashani says: 

"He put Farghana and Mawara' al-Nahr under Kebek's administration and 
sent him to Kish and Nakhshab." (TU, 150) 

Thereafter Kebek's Ordo and Yurt were settled in the Kashka-Darya Valley 
and he made it his headquarter. Later, it may have been when he was Khan, he 
built a palace himself near the town of Nakhshab. 17

> (.~N/Y, 1136, I-85) 
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And Natanzi says: 

Esen-Buqa told Kebek "to select the rich (mutamawwilan) from the whole 

of Ulus for himself, and Kebek did as he was told" and the descendants of 

them were proud that they were Kebek's fnjil (znjilgarz-yi Kabak) even in the 

days of the Timurids. (MT, 107) · 

It is probable that the word 'the rich (mutamawwilan)' means some powerful 

amfrs or Mongol tribes, and Kebek was permitted to select them as 'znjil' (private 

retainers). 18) 

Thus, with great authority and powerful retainers, Kebek got the inflexible 

post in the place of Mawara' al-Nahr and Farghana. There is no doubt that this 

fact had determined how he ruled afterwards. And the right and advantage of 

Yasawr, who had established his own footing there, was spoiled and his post was 

getting endangered by that. This was the beginning of the antagonism between 

them which happened later. 

3. Antagonism between Kebek and Yasawr 

When Esen-Buqa was a ruler, with the Yuan Dynasty and the Il-Khanate he 

had discords again which had long stopped since the peace was made in 704 A.H. 

(1304/5). 19
) At that time in Afghanistan, Dawd Khwaja who was a son of Qutluq 

Khwaja was appointed as the successor of Esen-Buqa and he was leading the 

Nikildarfyan. Though Timur Gurkan and Lakmir both of whom were sons of 

Abaji, husband of Du'a's daughter, were placed under his CO[!lmand, they asked 

il-Khan Oljeitu an aid to free themselves from it. Complying with this request, in 

the beginning of 712 A.H. (about May-June, 1312) the army of the Il-Khanate 

which was stationed in Khurasan accompanied with Timur etc. attacked Dawd 

Khwaja and drove him away beyond the Amu Darya. Thus Dawd Khwaja escaped 

to Esen-Buqa and asked protection of him. (TU, 152, 201-2) 

About the same time, Abishqa who was sent to the Yuan Dynasty as an envoy 

by Oljeitu dropped carelessly that Qa'an and il-Khan was going to attack the 

Chaghatai-Khanate from both sides. 20
) (TU, 203-4) And besides, Esen-Buqa and 

TughajiJinsank, a commander of the Yuan force which was stationed in the Altai 

Area, held a conference in order to demarcate the frontier lines of their Yurts, but 

it ended in the rupture. These circumstances being piled up, Esen-Buqa rushed. 

into distrust of Qa'an and il-Khan and acted unwisely to detain their envoys who 

passed through his land.21
) (TU, 204-5) Following that, he sent his army to 

Tughaji three times but ended in failure. (TU, 205-8) 

The result was that Qa'an issued an imperial ordinance (~ukm-i yarlzgh): 

"Drive away the enemies from their Yurts. Plunder their summer quarters 

and winter ones and make them your own region." 
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This time the Yuan force led by Tiighaji attacked into the land of the 
Chaghatai-Khanate. 22

> Their situations were now reversed. According to Qasha
ni, Esen-Buqa made up his mind to occupy the Khurasan Area in the west to make 
it serve as his lands and Yurts when lots of them might be usurped by the Yuan 
force, and wished to retaliate upon them for Dawd Khwaja. (TU, 208) 

In fact, Kebek being as a head, the expeditionary forces led by some amfrs and 
princes, such as Yasawr, Jinkshi, Dawd Khwaja, Shah etc., crossed over the Amu 
Darya in the fall of 713 A.H. (fall, 1313).23

> (TU, 153,209; TW, 610) Qashani says 
that the numbers of their forces were 40 thousands or 5 tumiin (tilmiin = ten 
thousands) (TU, 164, 209), but Sayfi says they were 60 thousand mounted 
warriors. (TH, 630) Seeing the personnel of the princes, it was a grand-scaled 
forces which most of the leading princes stationed in Mawara' al-Nahr joined. We 
know what a large hope Esen-Buqa had on this expedition then. The Chaghatai 
Army beat easily the vanguard of the Il-Khanate Atmy which were late to 
concentrate troops, and reached the plain of Murghav. Though Amir Yasawl who 
was a head of amfrs in Khurasan called his army and to meet them at once, the 
result was that they were defeated and Bujay, one of the main amzrs, died and 
Amir Yasawl himself narrowly escaped death. (TU, 153, 209-10; TW, 610; TH, 
607-9, 629-35; DJT, 106-1 I°0) 

In the midst that the Chaghatai army was making such military achievements, 
Kebek and Yasawr began to be in antagonism to one another; Kebek insisted that 
they should kill Ara-timur, an amzr of haziira (a unit of 1,000 warriors 
accompanied with each family) and his retainers whom the Chaghatai Army had 
caught in Murghav. On the other hand, Yasawr prevented it and took Ara-timur 
over as his adopted son. (TU, 209) Besides when Kebek andjinkshi tried to chase 
the running enemy and attack them as far as Tiis, Yasawr stopped them saying: 

"Why can we kill and destroy muslims in the month of Ramac;lan?" (TU, 210) 

According to Sayfi, though Kebek attacked and killed the running warriors of the 
Khurasan Army, Yasawr only took away horses and weapons from them and 
released them. And other princes were going to pursuit them even through the 
night, but this time also he stopped them saying: 

"We should return, because most of the Khurasan amfrs were killed and most 
of their soldiers were wounded. Some great doctors and eminent scholars say 
that it should not be praised to chase the enemy on the run." (TH, 635; DJT, 
110) 

Here Yasawr seems very magnanimous in contrast with Kebek who seems 
cruel in his eagerness to do his duty completely. But it is hard to see that these 
doings of Yasawr's were expression of his unalloyed magnanimity based on his 
religious mind. I guess that he tried to impress his magnanimity on the Il-Khanate 
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side to enter friendly relations with it. In fact when he took refuge in Iran later, 
Amir Ara-timur whom he had helped mediated between him and il-Khan. (TU, 
213) And Qashani, a historian of the Il-Khanate, who put down his pen just after 
Yasawr's refuge, wrote about Yasawr's doings and his personality with good 
intentions. But Kebek seems to have penetrated into his inner motive, when he 
said to Jinkshi during the expedition to Khurasan as the following: 

"Yasawr has an intention to stay in this verdurous pastureland, the plain 
like a paradise on earth." (TU, 210) 

By the way, Sayfi says that Kebek had noticed Yasawr's intention to take refuge 
in Iran since some years before when he made an expedition to Khurasan and he 
made a statement to Esen-Buqa like this: 

"Prince Yasawr devotes his mind to Khurasan and asks a friendship with 
Oijeytii (Uijaytu Sultan). It should not be permitted that he raises a 
disturbance and takes the people of Mawara' al-Nahr away to Khurasan 
beyond the River (Amu Darya). If I get an ordinance of the World
Conqueror (~ukm-i yarlzgh-i Jahan-gushiiy), I will kill or catch him." 

But Esen-Buqa remained neglecting Kebek's opinion. (TH, 640; DJT, 113) 
Judging from these matters, Kebek and Yasawr had already been in antagonism 
at this time, that is, this was trying to control the arbitrary behaviors of some 
princes and amfrs in order to strengthen the sovereignty of the Du'a Family and 
that was seeking a new world in hatred of Kebek's control. And we should think 
the antagonism came to the front when they made an expedition to Khurasan. 

In the month ofDhu al-Qa'da of 713 A.H. (Feb.-Mar., 1314), the Chaghatai 
Army hastily withdrew themselves, firstly as the Khan ordered that they should 
come back to meet the invading Yiian Army,24

) and secondly as provisions with 
them had already been exhausted. (TU, 164, 210-11) The expedition to 
Khurasan resulted in failure. And Kebek attributed it to Yasawr when he 
informed Esen-Buqa. Qashani says that Esen-Buqa took the post and the right of 
command from Yasawr and gave them to Kebek, telling him to subdue Yasawr. 
On the other hand, Sayfi says that Esen-Buqa promised Kebek to summon 
Yasawr in the coming winter because he was, at that time, afraid lest the Khurasan 
Army might counterattack. (TU, 211; TH 641; DJT, 113) Either way Esen-Buqa 
needed to take some steps against Yasawr. But it was in 716 A.H. (1316/7) when 
Yasawr began to go south to take refuge in Iran25

) that Esen-Buqa actually 
ordered Kebek to subdue him. (TU, 217-8; TH, 640) It is probable that 
Esen-Buqa could not help putting off disposal of Yasawr under such difficult 
conditions as there remained many troubles with the Yiian and the Il-Khanate. 

In 716 A.H. (1316/7), Kebek started to subdue Yasawr at last. But as Yasawr 
who was informed of it by Jinkshi had already prepared, he could repulse his 
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attack and besides put many of the amfrs and warriors who had belonged to Kebek 
under his control. Then Yasawr sent Ara-timiir to Oljeitii as his envoy and he 
himself hastily left Samarqand for Tirmidh with his forces. On their way to the 
southward Yasawr's army plundered Samarqand, Sagharj,26

) Kish, Nakhshab, 
Kiiftan27

> and others, and took the residents with them as their captives "without 
Yasawr's permission". But as Bukhara was far from where they passed, it escaped 
from them. 

On the other hand, Ara-timiir who came to Oljeitii asked him to accept 
Yasawr's refuge and give him Yurt in Balkh and Shuburqan (Shufiirqan). Oljeitii 
granted all these requests and sent the Khurasan Army commanded by Amir 
Yasawl in order to help Yasawr over the Amu Darya. Meanwhile, Esen-Buqa who 
had been informed of Kebek's disadvantage sent reinforcements for him, but 
Kebek accompanied with Jinkshi and Shah who met Yasawr at iiFnffl (Dar-i 
Ahanin) was defeated again because of the Khurasan Army. In some of battles 
fought near and around Tirmidh too, the day was against Kebek. After all, in the 
month of Rajah of 716 A.H. (Sep.-Oct., 1316), crossing the Amu Darya Yasawr 
stood on the Shuburqan Plain and the Khurasan Army returned back with a great 
deal of war trophies and captives at the same time, says Sayfi. (TU, 211-8; TH, 
640, 643-4; DJT, 113-5) 

As mentioned above, Kebek had Mawara' al-Nahr damaged a great deal and 
besides he could not prevent Yasawr from taking refuge in Iran. But that Yasawr 
and princes and amirs under him had gone meant the absence of obstacles when 
he would strengthen Khan's power and it seems to have been unfathomably 
significant for his later rule. On the contrary the 11-Khanate which accepted 
Yasawr came to be troubled by his actions. 

4. Yasawr in Khurasan 

As soon as Y asawr was settled in Khurasan, sending his envoy to Oljeitii, he 
tendered his submission. In answer to this, Oljeitii issued an Imperial ordinance 
like this: 

"I gave Yasawr the lands from the Amu Darya to the boundary of 
Mazandaran. Amirs and maliks in Khurasan should give him as much service 
and respect as possible and they must not infringe any terms of submission, 
any orders and prohibitions of his." (TH, 644-5) 

According to Qashani, a written contract ('Ahd-nama) passed between them. 
(TU, 218; DJT, 118-9) There is no doubt that Oljeitii took these steps for 
defenses against the attack of the Chaghatai-Khanate. Yasawr consequently got 
the power to lead the amfrs and maliks in Khurasan. When Oljeitii died28

> and next 
Abii Sa'id was throned, 29

> another written contract passed again between them 
and Yasawr's post was re-recognized anew. (TH, 659-69; DJT, 129-33) 
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As the result, among amfrs in Khurasan, there appeared a movement to 
strengthen their position through promoting friendship with him. At first hoping 
to get a marital relation with Yasawr, Amir Yasawl, a chief amfr there came to him 
in Ordo with a great deal of presents. 30

) Amir Biktut who tried to obstruct it 
imbued Yasawr with a doubt about Amir Yasawl and at last getting Yasawr's 
reliance, he murdered him successfully.31

) Over against this, Prince Minqan 
opposed Biktut with Amir Yasawl's sons to take revenge for Amir Yasawl, but 
most of amfrs in Khurasan were spontaneously or unwillingly submitted to Yasawr 
because Amir isan-qutlugh, the successor of Amir Yasawl stood behind Biktut. 
(TW, 620-22; TH, 649-55, 670-73; DJT, 123-26) 

All of the amfrs and maliks, however, did not agree to the submission to him. 
Above all, Malik Ghiyath al-Din, the ruler of the Kurts in Herat had refused to 
submit to Yasawr from the first. Following him, Timur, a son of Abaji leading the 
Nikudarfyan, Malik Na~ir al-Din in Sistan and other maliks in Khurasan resisted 
stoutly. Because of that, Yasawr tried attacking Herat and Sistan, but both 
resulted in failure. (TH, 645-48, 656-59, 674-77; DJT, 135-39) 

In spite of these facts, taking advantage of the power struggles among amfrs 

under il-Khan Abu Sa'id, Yasawr who was encouraged at the swell in his power, at 
last, began to aim the sovereignty of all over Iran. According to Sayfi, Prince 
Yasawr said: 

"I hope that God ... gives the Kingdom of Iran to me and so each of you 
possesses a domain and becomes a master of wealth and rank." 

Amfrs and chiefs of army much applauded him. (TH, 655) In connection with 
this, Sayfi says that Amir isan-qutlugh urged Yasawr, in an epistle, to advance 
into 'Iraq. (TH, 673) 

In the month of Jumada al-Akhira, 718 A.H. Qul.-Aug., 1318), Yasawr 
disclosed a plan to his amfrs that he would invade 'Iraq by way of Khurasan. 
According to Sayfi, he said to his amfrs as the following: 

"I made up my mind to go to Khurasan, because I was informed that 
Emperor Abu Sa'id had not ascended the throne yet and amfrs were entering 
into the affairs of State at each own discretion. If this news be true, I will leave 
Khurasan for 'Iraq and make Sultan Abu Sa'id sit on the throne and root out 
the opposed and the opponents to his State and return home. But if this news 
be false and Sultan Abu Sa'id had happily sat on the inherited throne, I will 
return from the districts of Mazandaran." (TH, 680-81) 

In the month of Rajah (Aug.-Sept., 13.18), Yasawr's army rushed into 
Khurasan. Then he himself reached Mazandaran and did Biktut Damghan. But 
Yasawr's request to submit to him was refused by the cities of Khurasan and 
Yasawr's men were killed in some of them, for example in Mashhad. The result 
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was that he could not control Khurasan and was also obliged to withdraw 
Mazandaran. (TH, 680-81, 688-91) • 

Meanwhile, Malik Ghiyath al-Din Kurt complained to il-Khan Abu Sa'id 
about Yasawr and was given a definite promise to help him by Amir Chuban, who 
was Great Amir (Ami'r-i Buzurg). Amir J:Iusayn was installed to subjugate Yasawr at 
once. (TH, 692-93; DJT, 133) That is, the thing having come to such a pass, the 
Il-Khanate authorities considered Yasawr's behaviors a rebellion. Therefore 
seizing the chance that Yasawr was out, Malik Ghiyath al-Din attacked Ordo of Abu 
Yazid, a son of Bujay in Badghis and arrested the families of both Abu Yazid and 
Biktut's men. Yasawr immediately asked to return the captives and no sooner had 
the request been refused than he tried to beseige Herat three times in vain and 
devastating all around there, he withdrew his troops. (TH, 693-717) 

After this time, Malik Ghiyath al-Din conquered maliks who followed Yasawr 
such as Qutb al-Din of Isfizar, Yinal-tikin of Farah, 'Abd al-'Aziz of the fortress of 
Zara in Bakharz and Khwaja Majid of Khwaf etc. one after another and gradually 
razed the base which supported Yasawr. (TH, 717-42, 750-65) 

At last in the month of Jumada al-Awwal of 720 A.H. Qun.-Jul., 1320), Malik 
Ghiyath al-Din requested Chaghatai-Khan Kebek to dispatch his army. In answer 
to it, did he dispatch princes such as iljikiday, Rustam, Munka!'i-khwaja, Bulad 
with his 40,000 mounted warriors and sending an envoy to Amir J:Iusayn, he 
planed to attack against Yasawr in concert with the Khurasan Army. Thus 40,000 
mounted warriors of the Khurasan Army led by Amir J:Iusayn and Malik Ghiyath 
al-Din etc. took the field to fight Yasawr. As soon as the Chaghatai Army came up 
to Yasawr's camp, a group of the warriors were secretly sent into Yasawr's camp to 
urge his ami'rs to break away from him. Consequently so did they all together and 
attacked Biktut to kill him, when both armies began to fight. Having known this 
matter, Yasawr escaped with his family, but iljikiday made his 1,000 mounted 
warriors chase him. They captured him and killed him then and there. (TH, 
765-68; DJT, 158-59; MS, 51-2) . 

Yasawr died at the age of 32. It was the end of a prince Yasawr who held sway 
over Khurasan and watched for a chance to rule the Il-Khanate once. With this, 
actions of Yasawr's Party came to an end, but his descendants who returned to 
Mawara' al-Nahr got influence and power again in the Samarqand Area as 
"Yasiiwriyan" after the middle of 14th century, and got to take part in the political 
situation after the Chaghatai-Khanate collapsed. (?,N/S, 15, 35-6; ?,N/Y, 
95a. 986. 1156, 1166, 121a, I-32, 41, 90, 92, 106; MT, 197, 235, 240, 266 etc.) 

By the way, Qashani says that Yasawr was "lovely-faced, good-natured, great 
shining and was a possessor of a little projecting and notably broad forehead, 
beloved dispos\tion, praiseworthy visions, one eye squinting, a high statue, a 
strong physique and fat body," (TU, 220) and he spent pr~tty many pages to tell 
about Yasawr's bravery. The episode of Yasawr and his female slave in his 
descriptions makes us recall the story of that Hsiang-yii (JJUrn) and Yii-mei-jen (J# 
~A). (TU, 209) Reading them we can imagine Yasawr to have been a typical 
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nomadic aristocrat : great, manly, large-minded, matchless m strength and 

bravery and besides affectionate. 
Malik Ghiyath al-Din, however, commented on Yasawr as the following: 

"Prince Yasawr will not bring any benefits to me, amfrs and maliks living here, 

for Mawara' al-Nahr was devastated because of his actions and thousands of 

muslims were ruined by his fearless army ...... After all Prince Yasawr will 

raise disturbances over here and the armies of various countries will take 

many years to suppress them." (TH, 646) 

There were the very words of a ruler who belonged to sedentary societies. 

That is, seeing from the viewpoints of ruling states or making societies stabilized, 

Yasawr's actions were nothing but obstructives. For example, at the sight of his 

last moment, it is evident that thinking too highly of Biktiit only, he failed to grasp 

other amfrs successfully and his army was what is called a medley army linked up 

by way of taking booties to the last - an army not enough systematized. For 

example, it is said that about Rabi' I, 719 A.H. (Apr.-May, 1319), when Yasawr 

himself led the army and besieged Herat, though his warriors fighted desperately 

when he watched them, they abstained from fighting when he did not watch them. 

(TH, 713) Yasawr had been solely plundering and using armed forces from the 

beginning to the end, and we can never find any basic principles or firm policies in 

his actions. In this way, Yasawr belonged to the second political direction told by 

Stroeva. 
But he was a muslim. About his faith Malik Ghiyath al-Din strictly criticizes 

like this: 

"If Prince Yasawr had had even the least faith, he would not have been so 

eager to kill thousands of muslim people .... I can not rely upon his good 

deeds external." (TH, 648) 

Nevertheless judging from these matters that he visited the Gazurgah 

(An~ari's grave) in Herat, Shaykh Jesht's grave in Jesht and Shaykh A}:imad's 

grave in Jam (TH, 654, 680, 688), that taking refuge in Iran, he was attended by 

Imams of Bukhara and Samarqand, such as Najm al-Din 'Aqili, Sayf al-Din 

'Asaba, Najm al-Din Samini, Sayf al-Din Bakhshi and Jamal al-Din Nasafi (TU, 

219) and that he had them Imams grade Najm al-Din Tayyibi's learnings who was 

the Chief Justice (Qaef,f al-Qu(j,at) of Rum dispatched by Oljeitii as an envoy (TU, 

218), though leaning toward ~iifizm, Yasawr seems to have been quite 

familiar with Islam and its culture and had some understanding even of Islamic 

learnings. Though the way of his faith like this was blamed by Malik Ghiyath 

Al-Din, it might be a type of ways how the Turk-Mongolian nomadic aristocracy 

received Islam at that time. 

In Central Asia in the first quarter of 14th century, especially in Mawara' 
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al-Nahr, there appeared some nomadic aristocrats who was getting more and more to be devoted to the Islamic sedentary culture, though they kept their nomadic constitution intensely like Yasawr on the one side. I think in those days the most fundamental problem for them, nomadic aristocrats, was not in that they should "be nomadic or sedentary" or they should "accept Islamic culture or not", but in "how they should be generally related with Islamic culture and the sedentary societies" and besides "how they should keep their control over the sedentary people."32
) One of the weak points of Stroeva's hypothesis is it can not include the viewpoint mentioned by me above. 

And in case of Yasawr, setting aside the aspect of his accepting Islam, if we speak of the way he was related with the sedentary societies, he relied on nothing but the way of plundering or using forces that remained as it had been and he revealed a lack of fixed policy when he ruled the sedentary people. Here we can recognize the limitations of his political actions. 

5. A Just Khan, Kebek 

Though Kebek became a Khan as a successor of his brother, we can find pretty little of historical materials that tell us about his rule. Speaking of the period of the reign, it is only known by Napmzi (MT, 109-11) that he was enthroned in 709 A.H. (1309/10) and died a natural death in 721 A.H. (1321/2) after 12 years' rule. But I think this information to be unreliable. As I mentioned above, about the end of 716 A.H. (1316/7) Esen-Buqa was still at the position of Khan. And in the records of the Yiian Dynasty, there being such a description "In 1320 (}!!;1,t--t~), the younger brother Kebek (MHHIJ) ascended the throne",33
) and he had sent envoys to the Yiian with many presents every year from 1321 (~fax ~) to 1326 (~'iit=~).34

) Besides some of the coins with stamps of Kebek's name exist even now and they extend over years from 722 A.H. (1322/3) to 725 A.H. (1324/5). 35
) Judging from these matters, it seems that Kebek began to reign in 1317 at the earliest or in 1320 at the latest and ended in 1326. Oliver and Barthold adopted 'about 1318' as the year of his enthronement36

) and it has seemed to be reasonable. 
The name of Kebek as a Khan appeared in a description when Malik Ghiyath al-Din, a ruler of the Kurts, requested him to send the army in order to subjugate Yasawr. That is, in Jumada I of this year Qun.-Jul., 1320), Malik Ghiyath al-Din wrote to 'the Just Prince Kebek (Padshahzada-yi 'Adil Kabak)' as the following: 

"Prince Yasawr bringing his army from Mawara' al-Nahr to this country, destroyed Khurasan a great deal and killed about 10,000 people ranging from Sayyids and Imams to women, children and the poor. . .. And though for forty days he besieged Herat by means of 40,000 warriors fearless of bloodshed, by the grace of God and by a favor of Imperial dignity [of il-Khan,] he could nothing but burn out the cereals and kill small numbers of 
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the poor or ruffians. And a thousands of brave warriors under his control 

were killed in the City of Herat. At present a rumour that he is watching 

Mawara' al-Nahr spreads out in Khurasan. Unless you a Just Prince 

(Badshahzada-yi 'Adil) dispatch your army to these provinces in order to drive 

him away and to root him up, there will happened some disturbances in your 

districts again and both confusions and seditions will get more and more than 

before." 

Answering this, Kebek wrote: 

"It is well known that I did not intend to send my army over the Amu Darya. 

But now Malik made clear that Prince Yasawr was making a great destruction 

and you the servants of the supreme God were in the middle of grief and 

misfortune because of Yasawr's injustice and the oppression by his army, it 

has got fair for me that I will do my best to drive him away by my force." 

This is the story that Kebek came to send his army to attack Yasawr. (TH, 

765-68) 
From this we know that Kebek never sent the army until Malik of Herat 

strongly requested that, as himself had not had on intention to invade Iran in 

those days, probably since his enthronement. Taking this idea into consideration 

with the description in Yiian-shih that Kebek gave the Yuan many presents every 

year, it shows that Kebek tried to settle the antagonism which was between the 

11-Khanate and him or the Yuan Dynasty and him. It must have been an 

expression of a friendly feeling for Kebek presented by the 11-Khanate and the 

Kurts that Malik Ghiyath al-Din expressly requested his army and Amir I:Iusayn 

of the Khurasan Army answered him at once. When all is said, Yasawr was 

removed by all the powers of these states which found identity of their interests in 

unification and stability of each one and Kebek could realize to strengthen Khan's 

power by them. 
By the way in the description by Sayfi mentioned before, Kebek was added a 

new title of 'Just Prince' (Badshiihzada-yi 'Adil) different from the old and simple 

one 'Prince' (Shahzada). And another one which Sayfi called 'Badshahzada' was only 

Du'a Khan and he seems to have clearly distinguished it from 'Shahzada'. (ex. TH, 

401) This fact must show that Kebek was recognized as an legitimate and eminent 

Khan at least under the Kurts sovereignty which Sayfi served. Here I will pay 

attention to the point that the title 'Badshahzada' was affixed ' 'Adil'. Wa~~af, who 

was a historian of the 11-Khanate living in the same days, had already called Kebek 

'Shahzada Kabak 'Adil' in the description about the expedition to Khurasan by the 

Chaghatai Army. (TW, 613) And that makes us possible to suppose that it was 

general to affix ' 'Adil' to the name when they called Kebek in those days. That this 

title was not only a diplomatic rhetoric is shown, for example, in such descriptions 

as the followings: 
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A description of Ibn Battuta visiting Mawara' al-Nahr in 1333: 

"Though Kebek was an infidel, he was just ('iidil) in government, and showed 
equity to the oppressed and favour and respect to the Muslims." (IB, 31) 

Other descriptions of the historians under the Timiirids: 

"When Kebek's turn came, the Kingdom got splendor because of his 
greatness and the fame of his justice and good money ('adl wa 'adalz) was 
known all over the world" (~N/S, 14); "Kebek Khan, a son of Du'a khan, was a 
sovereign of admirable personality and the Kingdom got brightness with his 
completeness in preparation, with his excellence of his rule, and with his 
wisdom and his authority, and the fame of his justice ('adl) was known all over 
the world." (~N/Y, 80a); "The 10th king Kebek Khan was an sovereign whose 
nature was admirable within the imperial lineage and he was a just ruler 
(jahiin-diirf-yi ma'dalat-shi'iir)." (R~,V 227); "According to the agreement of 
chroniclers' opinions, Kebek Khan was the manifestation of a sign of justice 
('adl) and tolerance and he was the appearance of a light of mercy and 
favour." (}JS, III, 90) 

Other historical materials tells us in detail how Kebek was 'Just in 
government" and friendly to Islamic and sedentary societies by means of some 
anecdotes. They were as the following: 

(1) "A dialogue between Kebek and a theologian Badr al-Din al-Maydani 
about his name Kabak" written by Ibn Battuta (IB, 32): 

It is related that this king Kabak, in a conversation on one occasion with 
Badr al-Din al-Maydani, the jurist and homiletic preacher, said to him: 'You 
assert that God has mentioned everything in His exalted Book?' 'Yes' said 
Badr al-Din. Then said Kabak 'Where is my name in it?' to which he replied 
'It is in His word In whatsoever from He would He hath composed thee (rakkabak) 
[LXXXII, 8]'. This reply pleased him, he said "Yakhshf ('good' in Turkish) and 
showed great favour to him and increased respect for the Muslims. 

(English translation by H. Gibb, the Travels of Ibn Battuta, vol. III, 
Cambridge, 1971, p. 556.) 

(2) "A story in which a certain amfr's arbitrariness for a poor woman was 
accused" written by lbn Battuta (IB, 32-3): 

It is related that a woman laid a complaint before him against one of the 
amfrs. She stated that she was a poor woman, with children to support, that 
she had some milk [for sale] with the price of which she could procure food 
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for them, and that this amzr had taken it from her by force, and drunk it. He 
said to her, 'I shall cut him in two; if the milk comes out of his belly, he has 
gone to his fate, but if not I shall cut you in two after him'. The woman said, 
'[No,] I release him from the obligation, and will make no demand on him.' 
But Kabak gave the order, the man was cut in two, and the milk came out of 
his stomach. 

(Eng. tr. by H. Gibb, op. cit., pp. 556-7.) 

(3) "A story telling how defferent the way was in which Kebek treated the 
sedentary people from that of Esen-Buqa's" (MT, 107-8): 

[When the Yuan Army attacked the frontier of Qarakhwaja,] Esen-Buqa 
and Kebek with a large force set out in order to repel it. Since it was 
impossible for them to march on the same route because of the large 
numbers, Esen-Buqa went by way of Kashghar and Kebek went by way of 
Almaligh. 

The army of Esen-Buqa marched sacking the stations on their way, with 
the intention that if they are superior in force at the time of encountering 
with the enemy, after conquering and subduing it, he will permit the 
inhabitants to cultivate again in lapse of time and in case that they happen to 
be defeated, the stations will be unable to be taken advantage of by the 
enemy. 

But Kebek made [his soldiers?] cultivate and sow all of the districts which 
were on his way, with the aim that if he is superior to the enemy, [even] 
people of foreign countries will implore his help with knowing his fame of 
justice, and even if he is defeated, people will long and ask for him. 

[When they joined battle,] inkarjaq, Chief Amir of Esen-Buqa, fled from 
the center (qalb-gah) and so the army of Esen-Buqa were completely defeated. 
Kebek planted his foot firmly and set,his teeth of trust on his lips of patience 
and made so much effort that his army kept off their feet withering .... But 
when five sixths of their forces were put to flight, Kebek could not hold out 
any more. His victory ended insufficiently in a draw and he turned back his 
horse. On their way home, the army of Esen-Buqa could find nothing but 
fruits of regret raised from seeds of their own workings wherever they 
reached. They went to eat even all their horses up. 

On the other hand, the army of Kebek, on their way home, went 
peacefully and contented with foods and celebrations (jarghalank) presented 
everyday. Whenever they reached the stations, Kebek sent sorts of products, 
grains, meat, drink and special dishes (siisunat) to Esen-Buqa as a present and 
a greeting ... 

(4) "A story about the investigation of human bones left on the roadside and 
his judgement for the crime" 'written by N aµmzi, Yazdi and others (MT, 110-11; 

l 
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~N/Y, 80a-6; R~, V, 227-8; 1:1S, III, 90): 

One day [Kebek] went mounted under the name of hunting and found a 
skull of a man on the roadside. He said to his retainers, "this skull complains 
of its suffering to me by circumstances and wants the inhabitants around here 
to revenged for itself. I have to investigate what happened." And then he 
alighted there, summoned all [amfrs] who had Yurt there and he casted his 
own eyes upon them one by one. Suddenly his eyes stopped upon a person, 
whose wickedness Kebek's heart had attested. Kebek called him in his 
presence and gently inquired of him several times why that skull had been left 
in the place. But the answer remained unsettled. And then he ordered that 
the man should be tortured. After he had much severity, he confessed: "a 
rich merchant arrived at the boundary of this environs and a devil tempted 
me to aim at him. I will obey the mandate of the Emperor." Kebek 
ascertained the birthplace and the dwelling place of the killed person and 
found his heirs out. He gave them the possessions of the killer and some of 
the [Khan's] treasury as indeminification for the killed person. And Kebek 
burnt the criminal [amfr] to death. (MT, 110-11) 

It is undoubtful that these anecdotes were under the traditional type of 
'andarz' (Iranian didactic literature). And so I do not think they always tell us what 
actually happened. But no one had caused so many anecdotes as Kebek among 
successive Chaghatai Khans. From that, we can suppose how well Kebek was 
known as a just sovereign in the Muslim society those days. 

Now we have known that Kebek, though he himself was not a muslim, was a 
sovereign who was devoted to realize Islamic culture and put his heart into 
welfare and stability of the sedentary societies improving official discipline of the 
state. Kebek's image like this must have been a reflex of his political idea that he 
had consistently pursued for ten years or more since the coup d'etat in which he 
defeated Taliqu. And the idea was to control the arbitrary behaviors of nomadic 
aristocracy and at the same time to establish a centralized government, 
strengthening Khan's power by the united efforts with sedentary rulers. It 
resulted in being accomplished at last when, overthrowing his biggest enemy 
Yasawr, he got powerful enough to control the nomadic aristocracy who were apt 
to follow anyone blindly. In this sense Yasawr's death was symbolic of 
establishment of the Chaghatai Khanate by Kebek. 

Conclusion 

Thus power struggles in Central Asia during the first quarter of 14th century 
was a process to unify political powers within the Mongol rulers. It ended in the 
Du'as sovereignty getting a firm foundation by Kebek Khan and after his reign, 
the Chaghatai Khanate could enjoy its unity and stability for a while. I think 
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Kebek reached here by the same way as 11-Khan Ghazan's ruling efforts to 

reconcile 'tribe' and 'finance'. That is why Kebek was called 'Little Ghazan'.37
) And 

it was the way every Mongol ruler had to naturally go in order to maintain his 

government system. In this article, I tried to show some ideas about the political 

side of this way by means of some compiled histories mainly. And in another 

article I will try to examine the understructure of it, that is, the socio-economical 

conditions by using documents, coinage and other historical materials together. 
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